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Reading & Language Arts
Phonics

Phonological Awareness
Identifying and blending syllables
Hearing first and last sounds to write words

Letter Knowledge
Identifying and naming letters in words
Learning to form letters accurately and legibly

Spelling Patterns
Making words with -an and -ay

High Frequency Words
Recognizing, building, and writing: “at,” “am,” “he,”

“my,” and “like”
Word Meaning

Recognizing and matching number words
Word-solving Actions

Making new words by changing the first letter
Using known words in simple texts to read

Comprehension
Following three part directions
Using illustrations
Sequencing events
Using story details to comprehend selections
Differentiating between fantasy and reality
Retelling a story
Confirming predictions after hearing a story
Summarizing for the main idea
Comparing and Contrasting

Vocabulary
Reviewing first and last name
Reviewing color words and number words
Sight words: “up,” “but,” “be,” “your,” “like,” “love,” “look,”

“yes,” “no,” “so”

Beginning Reading Concepts
Continuing to interpret positional terms
Continuing to follow oral/verbal directions
Reviewing numbers 0-20
Reviewing left to right
Reviewing opposites
Reviewing position and location

Writing
Writing first and last name using mixed letters
Writing numbers 0-20
Practicing letter and number formation
Writing environmental words
Writing words or sentences to represent pictures
Exploring punctuation

Author Study
Gail Gibbons

Math

Science
Reviewing Comparing and Measuring unit
Reviewing dental health procedures

Continuing ongoing daily routines
Increasing weather awareness
Reviewing and writing numbers 0-20
Counting forward from 0-90
Counting back from 15-0
Counting tally marks
Counting on, varying the starting point
Reviewing skip counting with the group by 2’s, 5’s, and 10’s
Reviewing counting with a calculator
Reviewing exploring, comparing, estimating, and solving

problems using a variety of measuring tools
Reviewing telling change-to-more (addition) number stories
Reviewing each “teen” number as 10+ a digit
Reviewing position and location
Graphing (more than, fewer than, equal to, adding on, tak-

ing off) and discussing outcomes with the group
Reviewing recognizing, comparing, identifying, extending,

and creating patterns with three elements (ABC)
Reviewing ways to make numbers to 10 (1+5=6)
Estimating the number of objects in a set (not more than 20)
Exploring, sorting, finding shapes in solids
Identifying equal parts and halves
Making equal groups
Reviewing coins (penny, nickel, dime, quarter)
Counting value of coins (1, 5, 10)
Telling time to the hour

Social Studies
Reviewing character habits, i.e., friendship, sharing
Identifying important American legends, i.e., Martin Luther

King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, George Washington
Identifying historical symbols, i.e., flag, monuments

Theme:  My Community
Units

Dental Health, Valentines, and Patriotism

Key Measures
I know how to take care of my teeth.  Valentine’s Day is
a special day for showing love and friendship. Patrio-
tism is showing respect for my country and its symbols.

Character Habit
Honesty


